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VOLUNTEER CAR POOLS TO BE ORGANISED

In consequence of the Governments decision to abolish the basic petrel

ration, the Ministry, of Home Security is organising what will be known as

Volunteer Car Pools to ensure that sufficient cars remain on a voluntary basis

for essential emergency work after'the end of this month.

The Regional Commissioners have been asked to fix the number of cars

needed in emergency in their Regions and to oar-mark those which are

available.

The day-to-day running necessary for the numerous miscellaneous purposes

connected with civil defence, including evacuation, care of the homeless, salvage
and a host of other subjects, mil be shared between the cars included in the

pool so that each car is kept in sound running order against an emergency.

The pools will be organised in areas and each Pool will be controlled from a

Volunteer Car Pool Office,

Regional Commissioners will make arrangements for the staffing of these

offices by voluntary organisations, but they will be directed during an emergency

by an officer of the regional staff.

Part-time cars used by Government departments, local authorities, hospitals and

local voluntary organisations doing approved work can. bo included in the scheme.

Petrol will be obtained by means of coupons supplied by the pool Office, They

will be issued solely for duty journeys, and their* issue mil be strictly supervised.

Mileage rates will be paid as follows*; «

First 280 miles Additional

per month * mil cape

Oars of -
.

8 horsepower 4dd- # 2Ad,

10 horsepower fid- 2jd*

Over 10 horsepower 6d- 2Ad,

The owners will pay for petrol, insurance and all other running costs. Those

who have supplementary petrol coupons for business or private reasons will -pay

for their licences as at present., but those whose cars would otherwise have been

laid up will be supplied with a special certificate instead of a licence.

Motor cycle pools mil be organised to operate similarly when the issue of

the basic petrol ration for these vehicles ceases inNovember.

Owner-drivers of cars doing voluntary work of the kinds described above are

invited to apply immediately to. the appropriate Regional Headquarters for inclusion

in -the pool. Owner-drivers belonging to the W.V.S. or other voluntary organisations
should apply through the local offices of their organisation.
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